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Abstract—New programming models and increased offchip bandwidth demands of multicore processors have
changed the nature of the memory wall problem, and innovative hardware and software solutions are emerging to
combat the resulting latency and power issues. Emerging
processor designs include organizations of on-chip resources
that diverge from the classical multicore model. One example of a such a system increases core counts along a new
design dimension by embedding simple cores into the cache
hierachy of more complex, conventional cores. Development
of new execution models based on In-Cache Computations
(ICCs) for execution on such a system is underway. This
work presents several enhancements to the ICC design, including an improved style of execution, co-processor architecture, and ICC code generation techniques. Simulation
results highlight promising opportunities for significant advantages over conventional architectures, including up to
61% average improvement in L1 cache miss rate for a conventional host processor. We project an average potential
speedup of 1.32 due to increased L1 hit rate allowed by
ICCs.

I. Introduction
Many issues with single-core processors such as design
complexity and power constraints have resulted in the
emergence of multicore processors in high performance
computing [4]. These chip multiprocessor (CMP) designs
frequently replicate a core that is simpler and runs at a
lower clock rate than the cores found on single-chip processors. At the same time, the increase in computational
and storage resources on the chip due to improvements
in fabrication technology has lead to advanced heterogeneous CMP designs, such as STI’s Cell [16]. System-ona-chip (SoC) designs can include three levels of cache and
even main memory embedded on the same die as the cores
[18], [12]. Hence, the increase in core count is occurring across multiple design dimensions to accommodate
a wide variety of workloads. Along with these innovative designs, microarchitectural features and programming
techniques have emerged for efficiently utilizing these heterogeneous computational resources while facing worsening
performance and power problems in the memory hierarchy.
One example of such an innovative chip-multiprocessor
is based on the integration of computational logic next
to the on-chip caches of conventional out-of-order (OoO)
cores. This type of system extends previous work with
processing-in-memory (PIM) [2], [22], [13] and IRAM [8]
architectures to account for architectural and technological
improvements in the multicore processing era. A recently
proposed execution model, named In-Cache Computations
(ICCs), seeks to improve performance and lower power
consumption by utilizing the simple in-cache cores [14].
We present improvements to the execution model, architectural support, and translation tools for running ICCs. Us-
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Fig. 1. A conventional core backed by DCPs in upper-level caches.
The upper-level caches are assumed to be unified. This work studies
the effects of DCPs in the L2 cache only.

ing execution traces from applications in the SPEC benchmark suite and scientific applications at Sandia Labs, our
studies illustrate noticeable performance potential for the
design across a variety of workloads.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section offers
a presentation of the ICC execution model, architectural
design extensions, and code translation tools. The third
section presents results of application analyses showing the
ICC content in applications, followed by simulation results.
The fourth section discusses related work, and the final
section gives conclusions for this work and implications for
future endeavors.
II. ICC Design
ICCs are a lightweight unit of computation formed to
be spawned from and execute in parallel with one or more
heavyweight threads. The processing architecture assumed
for executing ICCs consists of one or more conventional
cores (called the hosts) supporting out-of-order execution
for executing the heavyweight threads along with a set of
simpler cores called distributed co-processors (DCPs). The
DCPs are embedded next to the unified upper-level caches
(L2, L3, etc.), as shown in figure 1, and possibly in main
memory. By offloading computations to the DCPs, ICCs
increase both parallelism and the L1 hit rate of the host.
A compiler or binary translator assists in forming ICCs –
which execute on the DCPs – with consideration to both
parallelism and data locality. This section presents the
definition of the ICC execution model, architectural design
of the DCP, and ICC code translation tools used in this
analysis.
A. Execution Model
The ICC execution model consists of three phases: the
prefetch phase, the setup phase, and the execution phase.
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Fig. 2. Commands for a DCP-enhanced cache.

In the prefetch phase, the host issues a special directive,
shown in figure 2b as the Prefetch Directive, out to the
memory hierarchy for increasing the probability that both
instruction and data cache lines are positioned in the unified L2 cache in a manner that will enable efficient ICC execution. This directive seeks to fulfill two conditions. The
first is that copies of the instruction cache lines containing
the code for an ICC are located in either the memory or
the instruction cache line overflow buffer (IOB) next to the
DCP on which the ICC will execute. The second, for the
purpose of maintaining consistency with the host is that
the L1 cache does not contain lines that ICCs will modify.
In the ideal case, the L1 requires no invalidation during
the prefetch phase.1
The directive is encoded as a memory access with supplementary information, including a flag that identifies it as
a ICC prefetch directive, the addresses of the needed data
lines and the instruction lines, and optionally (as an optimization) the correlation between the two. To avoid consistency issues, data lines are left in their home set while instruction lines are broadcast to DCPs if not present where
1 The frequent occurrence of L1 cache line invalidation during the
prefetch phase is an indication of poor ICC formation. In this work,
we take necessary steps to avoid this case, and leave the implementation of the necessary exception handler as future work.

needed. The data lines should not be evicted before the
end of the execution phase, so the L2 cache controller bypasses accesses to any lines that would evict them (caused
by memory accesses from the host).2 The directive is issued prior to the time when the host reaches the basic block
containing the ICC, similar to a prefetch. Prefetch mechanisms given in prior work will likely be useful in optimizing
implementations of the prefetch directive [23].
The ISA of the DCP will likely differ from that of the
host. In the case that run-time code translation at the
DCP is used, this would occur during the prefetch phase.
During the setup phase, the host constructs the “ICC activator”, shown in figure 2c, (similar to the continuation
described in previous work [2], [22]) which it will inject
into the memory hierarchy for initiating the execution of
one or more ICCs. The ICC activator contains the register values, data addresses, starting PC of each ICC, and
control vectors needed to initiate and carry out ICC execution. The control vectors are bit vectors that indicate
which instructions following the starting IP the DCP will
execute.
When constructing the ICC, the host accumulates the
register values along with the ICC data and instruction
addresses. These values are accumulated as they are produced by the main thread. The instructions for insertion into the ICCs are removed from the host’s instruction
stream.
Once the activator construction is complete, the execution phase begins. In the execution phase, the activator
is injected into the memory hierarchy. The L2 cache controller executes the activator and routes the register values
and addresses to the appropriate DCPs, based on the data
addresses of each ICC. The ICCs communicate across a bus
internal to the cache via special instructions which enforce
a static ordering, similar to techniques used in previous
VLIW architectures [21]. The instructions in the ICCs
may have dependences at the host, and the ICCs will return register values as necessary.
Consider an example of ICC execution, as illustrated in
figure 3. Instruction lines X, Y , and Z contain the ICC’s
instructions. These instructions include a load and a store
to line L, which maps to a physical block next to DCP 0
in L2, and a reference to data on line M which maps to
a remote physical block. Prior to the prefetch phase, L1
contains a partial copy of line L.
When the host reaches the prefetch instruction, it issues
the prefetch directive to the cache hierarchy. The L1 controller invalidates its partial copy of line L, and the copy of
L is then fetched from L3 (we assume multi-level inclusion
is not maintained here to serve the purpose of the example). Data line M is then moved from L3 to remote DCP
n. Instruction line Z is fetched from DCP n into DCP 0’s
IOB. Line Y is fetched from L3 into IOB 0, and line X is
fetched from main memory into IOB 0.
During the setup phase, the host accumulates the register values needed for the execution of the ICC. When
2 In future work, we will consider the effectiveness of this technique
and consider alternatives if appropriate.
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Fig. 4. DCP Architecture.

the host issues a memory access to a line in L3 that conflicts with L, the L2 controller bypasses the access to avoid
the eviction of line L. When the ICC’s register values are
ready, the host issues the ICC activator to the hierarchy.
The execution phase begins, and the activator reaches
DCP 0. As specified by the control vectors, the DCP begins executing instructions from line W in its local memory, and then lines X, Y , and Z in its IOB. Instructions
from line Z contain loads from line L – in local memory –
and line M – located at DCP n. A request is sent on the
intra-cache bus to retrieve the remote data from line M .
A value is written back to line L using the store on line Z.
Upon completion, the ICC returns a set of register values
back to the host.

eDRAMs [10]. Figure 4 shows the organization of the components at the DCP node. Each DCP in the L2 has a number of cache sets associated with it. The design must maintain the functionality of a conventional L2 cache, while at
the same time providing an interface to the extended processing capabilities of the DCPs. Hence, the L2 operates
in a dual-mode fashion which is governed by the L2 cache
controller (labeled Master BIU/Controller in figure 4), and
instructed by the commands issued from the host.
During the prefetch phase, the controller ensures that
the data lines are present in L2. The controller must then
ensure that the instruction lines containing the ICC code
are also present at the DCPs that will modify the data
lines. In the case that the sets at the DCP do not include
the necessary instruction lines, the controller must distribute them to a special buffer (labeled I$ Line Overflow
Buffer in figure 4) near the DCP. The slave BIU records
which instruction lines are located in the IOB, as this information is necessary during the execution phase.
During the execution phase, the controller distributes
the control vectors that specify which instructions will be
executed on each DCP. The cache controller and compiler
can uniquely identify an ICC by the addresses of the data
it uses. The DCP uses the control vectors to fetch and
parse instruction lines, which direct the flow of execution
and data from the cache sets. ICC communication occurs
over a special communication bus local to the L2 cache
(labeled Intra-Cache Bus in figure 4). Sequential consistency is enforced through this bus, as guided by the scheme
described in the next section.

B. DCP Architecture

C. Code Translation

The DCP architecture is responsible for ICC execution.
The DCP has its roots in previous work in the design
of cores for processing-in-memory systems [22], [2], especially those using dense memory caches implemented with

Computational partitioning towards increased parallelism and reduced data communication is a key challenge
of ICCs. In this study, we analyzed the potential of datacentric ICCs through simulation. The key concept is ICC-

Fig. 3. ICC Example.
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compatible data cache lines (ICLs). An ICL is defined as
a line that, if evicted from the L1 cache of a conventional
processor, was touched by memory accesses in only one
basic block of the program. This type of line has the properties that both lend itself well to parallelism and locality that can be exploited by ICCs. Since the instructions
do not cross basic blocks, we avoid the complications of
control speculation. Implementing misspeculation recovery would both complicate the DCP design and require
increased traffic in the cache hierarchy, resulting in overheads in power and performance. Furthermore, such lines
will tend to hurt performance on a system using conventional caching by using a physical block for a cache line
with limited temporal locality.
Through trace analysis, we determine which lines are
ICC-compatible. This information is then given to a code
translator which it uses for computational partitioning. In
future work, we plan to consider advanced compiler techniques for prefetching along with statistical analysis at runtime to avoid trace analysis.
The translation scheme used is given in algorithm 1.
Prior to entering the algorithm, a set of memory accesses
has been selected for each ICC using trace analysis. The
purpose of the algorithm is two-fold. The first objective
is to partition the dependence graph of the basic block
into sets of instructions for inclusion in each ICC. After
labeling each ICC memory access, the algorithm removes
branch critical ICCs (BCIs). A BCI is defined as an ICC
whose memory accesses include a load with a branch as a
descendant. One objective of ICC execution is to increase
system-wide parallelism, and this implies increasing host
utilization. The partitioning scheme assigns all branches
to the host, and we want to avoid causing processor stalls
or speculation due to missed branch critical loads.3 Once
the BCIs are removed, the current scheme simply gives
priority to the first instructions in program order, using a
depth-first search from each ICC memory access and labeling every unlabeled instruction that is reached.
The second objective is to determine the register values
for each ICC that must be included in the ICC activator
launched from the host. In the current design, all modified registers are returned to the host. Future work will
include load balancing and live register analysis to further
eliminate traffic.
III. Evaluation
This section presents the simulation results and analyses illustrating the potential performance increase offered
by ICCs. The first section gives the simulation framework
and overview of applications. The second section offers
the results of ICC content analysis, to quantifying the frequency of access patterns conducive to ICC formation in
the applications. The third section presents cache simula3 Future work will consider the optimization of the inclusion of
certain types of BCIs. As an example, consider a BCI leading to
conditional basic blocks that each return to a common PC. However,
in the applications studied here, the results in the next section show
that BCIs are generally very uncommon.

Algorithm 1: ICC Computational Partitioning

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Input: G, S, L
/* G: dependence graph of a basic block.
Each instruction is represented as a vertex u in G.
v is a child of u if and only if v has an input
dependence from u. v is an ancestor of u if and
only if ∃ a path from v to u.
S: A set of ICC IDs of ICCs in G.
L: A set of |S| sets of vertices in G.
Each set l∈L corresponds to an ICC ID s∈S.
l contains the vertices corresponding to memory
accesses in G assigned to the ICC with ID s.
*/
index=0.
foreach l∈L do
foreach g∈G do
if g is in l then
Label g with index.
Depth-first search on g, labelling all
unlabeled descendants of g with index.
end
end
index=index+1.
end
Remove labels of branch critical ICCs.
curCommIndex=0.
foreach g∈G do
if g has label x then
foreach Incoming edge (i,g) do
if i is an instruction outside the basic block then
Mark i as an external ICC input.
end
end
foreach Outgoing edge (g,o) do
Mark o as an external ICC output.
if o has label y and y6=x then
Schedule bus event curCommIndex from g to o.
curCommIndex=curCommIndex+1.
end
end
end
end

tion results and estimates of how ICCs may affect cache
performance of the host.
A. Methodology
The simulation framework consists of a two-stage simulation process based on the Structural Simulator Toolkit
(SST) [20], which partitions simulation infrastructure between frontend and backend components. In the first stage,
the frontend reads in the instruction trace and runs a cache
simulation to determine which data line evictions are ICC
compatible. In the second stage, the trace is read a second
time along with the record of memory accesses that are to
ICLs. The computational partitioning takes place in this
stage, along with the recording of the numbers of BCIs,
which are given in the next section. The second stage also
runs a second set of cache simulations to compare the cache
performance of various cache configurations to produce the
results given in the Cache Simulation section. In the final
set of experiments, we configure the backend of SST for
SimpleScalar to produce timed simulations.
The first set of traces were taken from the SPEC-Int and
SPEC-FP suites. Additionally, the Sandia-Int suite is a set
of traces of seven commonly used integer-intensive applications run at Sandia National Labs. Sandia-FP is a set
of eighteen traces from eight of Sandia’s floating pointintensive scientific applications run with varied inputs.
The applications cover a wide range, including molecular
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dynamics (LAMMPS), shock mechanics of solids (CTH),
radiation transport (ITS), and circuit simulation (Xyce).
The code analysis and cache simulations overall used 47
traces of 100 million instructions each generated from the
applications. The SimpleScalar simulations use 20 million
instructions from the same 47 traces. [17] includes more
details of these applications.
B. ICC Content Analysis
Table I presents the first set of analysis results using a
conventional 16KB direct-mapped L1 cache with a 64B line
size. The second column of table I shows the number of
L1 evictions that occur and the percentage of these evictions that are ICLs. The next column, labeled % ICC Content, shows the percentage of instructions from the original
trace offloaded from the host to the DCPs. The memory
accesses to lines that are branch critical are used as input L to algorithm 1. The algorithm partitions each basic
block’s instructions among the ICCs and the host. The total number of instructions inserted into ICCs throughout
the trace divided by the length of the trace (100,000,000)
gives the % ICC Content. The right-most column gives
the percentage of ICLs that are branch critical.
The percentage of ICLs is significant, with a minimum
of 5.3% (sppm.2B), a maximum of 93% (sp.4B), and a
geometric mean of 43%. A high percentage of ICLs and a
high number of evictions means that there is large opportunity for both an increase in L1 performance at the host
and increased parallelism through the use of the DCPs.
Although the amount of ICC content is low across all the
traces (1.5% on average), improved partitioning algorithms
will likely improve these numbers, resulting in increased
parallelism through increased DCP utilization. Several avenues exist for possible improvements to the partitioning
algorithm. One option is to increase the average number of
instructions between branches through the use of compiler
techniques (loop unrolling), or speculatively at run-time
with branch prediction. Another option is to adjust the
L1 cache parameters such that a cache line is more likely
to be touched by instructions in only one basic block. The
results in the right-most column are quite encouraging, revealing that branch-criticality is a rare property among
ICCs. We found the average percentage of ICCs that are
branch-critical across all traces to be much less than 1%.
Consider the first trace in the table, 164.gzip.1.b. There
are 1,661,259 L1 evictions, 70% (1,162,881) of which are
ICLs. Intuitively, the system can achieve performance improvement by leaving these lines in L2 and working on
them with the DCPs. Although it is likely that the ICCs
will still result in traffic back to the host, the host can
likely hide this latency since virtually none of these accesses are branch critical (as given by the right-most column). Furthermore, it is likely that this traffic will be
less than that required by the fetch-modify-flush approach
of conventional caches, and the accesses to specific words
across multiple lines can be bundled together after the execution phase of a group of ICCs to mitigate latency costs.
Both of these features show promise for improvements in

TABLE I
ICC Content Analysis Results
Application

164.gzip.1.1b
164.gzip.2.1b
164.gzip.3.1b
164.gzip.4.1b
164.gzip.5.1b
175.vpr.1.1b
176.gcc.1.1b
176.gcc.3.1b
168.wupwise.1.1b
171.swim.1.1b
172.mgrid.1.1b
173.applu.1.1b
177.mesa.1.1b
178.galgel.1.1b
179.art.1.1b
179.art.2.1b
183.equake.1.1b
187.facerec.1.1b
189.lucas.1.1b
191.fma3d.1.1b
200.sixtrack.1.1b
301.apsi.1.1b
blast.4B
chaco.4B
dfs.4B
iso.4B
kmetis.4B
sp.4B
zchaff.4B
alegra.4B.WES04
alegra.4B.hemipen
cth.4B.2gas
cth.4B.amr-2d-cust4
cth.4B.efp
cth.4B.sc
cube3.4B.crs
cube3.4B.vbr
its.4B.cad.brems
its.4B.cg.brems
lmp.4B.flow.langevin
lmp.4B.lj.fix
lmp.4B.poly.chain.a
mpsalsa.4B.airport3d 3
mpsalsa.4B.thermal...
sppm.2B
xyce.4B.invertgen75
xyce.4B.invertgen v3 75

# of L1
Evictions
SPEC-Int
1661259
880566
1605856
2139275
1465704
2964109
97623
2272139
SPEC-FP
506879
8139834
3579451
3729154
1175265
10924676
8515087
8499246
2368176
4106654
3711088
2203690
2542373
4131489
Sandia-Int
2107204
11807395
3181081
7817602
2534815
4557051
2195427
Sandia-FP
4563413
3019218
4316113
458864
724509
1411917
3291162
1884920
497149
348060
2074179
1491885
1310525
3713702
1466939
1445981
3438999
4120789

%
ICLs

% ICC
Content

%
BCIs

70%
47%
57%
74%
60%
23%
14%
37%

2%
1%
1%
2%
1%
1%
0%
2%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
6%
8%

12%
55%
49%
68%
21%
69%
82%
82%
45%
77%
54%
36%
44%
78%

0%
5%
3%
17%
1%
8%
8%
8%
2%
5%
6%
2%
1%
4%

0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%

25%
78%
65%
47%
38%
93%
35%

1%
10%
2%
4%
1%
6%
1%

0%
0%
16%
0%
1%
0%
1%

61%
54%
74%
40%
38%
40%
19%
21%
41%
46%
67%
56%
55%
40%
12%
5%
49%
53%

8%
6%
4%
0%
0%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%
2%
2%
2%
10%
0%
0%
3%
3%

7%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
12%
25%
0%
0%
0%
0%
5%
0%
2%
2%

both execution time and power over conventional cache
mechanisms.
C. Cache Simulation
Figures 5–8 present changes in L1 miss rates with respect to a conventional 64KB cache (henceforth, the baseline cache). For each application, four sets of three bars
are given, where each set represents a different cache configuration and each bar within a set represents a different
cache size. The four configurations are a conventional LRU
cache, a column-associative cache [1], an ICC-enhanced
cache hierarchy, and an ICC-enhanced cache hierarchy
with column-associative L1. The reason for the columnassociative cache option will be discussed later. We will
first explain the configurations that produced these results
and the reasoning behind them, followed by an analytical
summary and an explanation of their significance.
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Fig. 5. SPEC-Int: L1 misses expressed as normalized fraction of misses to conventional 64KB cache.
Each bar expresses a fraction m/n, where m is the number of L1 misses observed for a particular cache policy and configuration and n is
the number of L1 misses observed using a conventional 64KB cache. Four cache configurations were studied: a conventional LRU cache,
a column-associative cache as given by Agarwal et al. [1], an ICC-enhanced cache hierarchy, and an ICC-enhanced hierarchy run with a
column-associative L1. Each configuration was simulated with a 16KB, 32KB, and 64KB L1 size, using a 64B line size. The maximum
value of the y-axis is limited to 2 in these figures to improve readability.

Fig. 6. SPEC-FP: L1 misses expressed as normalized fraction of misses to conventional 64KB cache.

ICCs free cache lines in the L1 by moving the computations that use them out to the DCPs. Because we assume
a direct-mapped L1, the use of an ICC will improve the
miss rate only if it results in the avoidance of a conflict
between the ICL and another line. It is desirable that the
block can be used by lines that map to other blocks. One
approach to dealing with this situation is to increase the
associativity of the L1, but this will increase the hit time.
Another approach is to consider cache configurations, such
as hash-rehash caches, that allow more flexible line placement. Agarawal et al. presented an improvement to hashrehash caches called column-associative caches [1], which is
the configuration used here to exploit L1 blocks freed from
ICLs. The second cache configuration in figures 5–8 shows
the change in miss rates with only the change from con-

ventional L1 cache to column-associative L1 cache. In this
manner, the figures distinguish between misses avoided by
the column-associative cache alone, the ICCs alone, and
the additive effects of both together.
Across all 47 benchmarks, halving the size of the baseline cache increases the number of misses by 38% on average (geometric mean). The conventional 16KB cache
has an average increase of 81% misses over the baseline
cache. In only one case (171.swim.1.1b) did the 64KB
column-associative cache not perform better than the baseline cache. In 34 cases, the 32KB column-associative cache
decreased the number of misses from the baseline, and in
13 cases the 16KB cache also demonstrated a decrease in
the number of misses. The average changes in miss rates
from the baseline for the column-associative caches were
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Fig. 7. Sandia-Int: L1 misses expressed as normalized fraction of misses to conventional 64KB cache.

Fig. 8. Sandia-FP: L1 misses expressed as normalized fraction of misses to conventional 64KB cache.

-33%, -13%, and 17%, for the 64KB, 32KB, and 16KB
cases, respectively.
The 64KB ICC-enhanced system decreased the number
of misses from the baseline in all cases, while the 32KB
ICC-enhanced system showed an increase in only three
cases (175.vpr.1.1b, 177.mesa.1.1b, 183.equake.1.1b). The
16KB ICC-enhanced system showed an increase in number
of misses over the baseline in 11 cases. The average changes
in miss rates for the 64KB, 32KB, and 16KB ICC-enhanced
systems were -53%, -43%, and -37%, respectively. Finally,
ICCs combined with the column-associative L1 showed an
improvement in L1 miss rate over the baseline for all applications for both the 64KB and 32KB cases. And in only
9 of the 47 cases did the 16KB combined configuration
show more misses than the baseline. The average changes
in miss rates for the 64KB, 32KB, and 16KB cases were
-61%, -54%, and -46%, respectively.
Hence, the 16KB cache size when using ICCs with the
column-associative L1 decreases the number of misses at

the host significantly from the baseline case. However,
it is important to note that these results indicate a huge
amount of potential performance improvement due to ICC
enhancements. The actual performance improvement realized is contigent on the architecture’s ability to exploit
locality and extract parallelism necessary to take advantage of this potential. However, due to the definition of
ICCs discussed in previous sections, it is apparent that the
design of such an architecture seems quite feasible.
Another important highlight of these results is that for
the ICC configurations, the difference in number of misses
as cache size is increased is significantly smaller than in
the conventional cases. A good example of this is the case
of 183.equake.1.1b, for which there is a factor of 6.1 (6.1 &
1 in figure 6) between the number of misses with a 64KB
cache and 16KB cache. However, for the ICC + columnassociative case, this factor is only 2 (1.2 & 0.6 in figure 6). Across all benchmarks, the average of this factor
for the conventional, column-associative, ICC, and ICC +
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TABLE II
Baseline Host Configuration
Register Update Unit Size
Load-Store Queue Size
Fetch Queue Size
Decode Width
Issue Width
Functional Units

Branch Predictor
Branch Target Buffer
Branch Mispredict Penalty
Caches
TLBs

Main Memory

64 entries
32 entries
4 entries
4
8
Integer ALU - 3
Integer Mult/Div - 1
FP Add - 2
FP Mult/Div - 1
Bimodal, 2048 entries
512 entries, 4-way
3 cycles
DL1 - 1024 sets, 64-byte blocks, direct-mapped, 4-cycle latency
DL2 - 2048 sets, 64-byte blocks, 16-way, 27-cycle latency
ITLB - 16 entries, 4-way
DTLB - 32 entries, 4-way
30-cycle miss penalty
Latency - 150 cycles
Bandwidth - 64 bits/cycle

column-associative cases are 1.81, 1.74, 1.35, 1.39, respectively. This result is significant in the consideration of L1
cache design tradeoffs. Because the factor of increase in
L1 misses with decrease in cache size is much lower when
using ICCs, the architect is more free to choose the smaller
L1 cache size and gain the highly desirable benefits of decreased hit time and energy costs than when using conventional caches.
In the next set of simulations, we used SimpleScalar to
project a bound on the speedup due to the improvement
in the host’s L1 hit rate (called the λ-speedup). That is,
the λ-speedup does not include the performance improvement due to the offloading of instructions from the host to
the DCPs. Table II gives the baseline SimpleScalar configuration, and table III gives the speedup numbers. These
speedup numbers are an optimistic estimate for λ-speedup
in that we free L1 blocks from ICLs by converting ICLs’
memory accesses to single-cycle non-memory access ops.
However, the speedup numbers do not take into account
benefits due to the column-associative L1, which, given
the results in figures 5–8, we predict will have significant
performance benefits. The speedup estimates vary widely
from negligible speedup (cube3.4B.crs) to 6.82 (sp.4B). As
expected, high speedups tend to correlate with a high %
of ICLs and a high number of evictions as given in table
I (sp.4B has the highest % ICLs of 94%). However, note
that this analysis covers only a portion of the trace used
in table I, which may result in disparity. The averages for
SPEC-Int, SPEC-FP, Sandia-Int, and Sandia-FP are 1.15,
1.54, 1.87, and 1.08, respectively, and the average across
all traces is 1.32.
IV. Related Work
Previous work has presented a DCP architecture, architectural extensions to the host for supporting ICC execution, and definitions of two types of ICCs and corresponding code translation algorithms [14]. This past work
focused primarily on computation-centric ICCs – that is,

with data locality as a secondary consideration. Because
the ICC formation did not take into account working set
partitioning between the DCPs and the host, the working
set of a given ICC might land at any position in the cache
hierachy. Because of this, the design included DCPs at
each level in the cache hierarchy.
Previous studies have considered augmenting a conventional processor with compute logic in either the memory
controllers or next to memory macros [22] using embedded
DRAM technology [10]. Examples of the former are the
Impulse Memory Controller [25] and Active Memory Operations (AMOs) [7]. Impulse adds a layer of indirection
between main memory and the processor at the memory
controller, allowing the application or OS to reorganize
data in memory to improve memory bandwidth utilization
and cache performance. AMOs extend Impulse by allowing computations at the memory controllers of distributed
shared memory systems, as opposed to just providing a
mechanism for remapping of data addresses. AMOs work
at a coarser level of granularity than ICCs, as they are
managed with system calls and always execute at the memory controller rather than within the caches, as do ICCs.
Impulse and AMOs are not as architecturally radical or
aggressive as the DCP design, which seeks to exploit continuing improvements in merged logic and dense memory
fabrication with parallelism at fine levels of granularity.
Li et al. proposed an architecture utilizing logic next
to memory macros [15]. This architecture replicates a
lightweight processor (LWP) that supports large numbers
of simultaneous threads. The programmer creates these
threads through a special language supporting this style
of massive multithreading. An even simpler core is associated with each memory bank to assist in thread management and atomic operations. The ICC design has key
differences from LWPs, including the use of OoO cores in
conjunction with the in-memory cores and also consideration to parallel computations created by a code translator.
The DCP-based architecture has some similarities to the
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TABLE III
ICC Projected λ-Speedup Bound
Application
Est. Projected
λ-Speedup Bound
SPEC-Int
164.gzip.1.1b
1.16
164.gzip.2.1b
1.33
164.gzip.3.1b
1.15
164.gzip.4.1b
1.23
164.gzip.5.1b
1.19
175.vpr.1.1b
1.04
176.gcc.1.1b
1.08
176.gcc.3.1b
1.03
SPEC-FP
168.wupwise.1.1b
1.05
171.swim.1.1b
3.75
172.mgrid.1.1b
1.01
173.applu.1.1b
2.45
177.mesa.1.1b
1.00
178.galgel.1.1b
1.01
179.art.1.1b
2.23
179.art.2.1b
3.66
183.equake.1.1b
1.03
187.facerec.1.1b
1.22
189.lucas.1.1b
1.08
191.fma3d.1.1b
1.97
200.sixtrack.1.1b
1.04
301.apsi.1.1b
1.90
Sandia-Int
blast.4B
1.02
chaco.4B
1.06
dfs.4B
1.77
iso.4B
5.58
kmetis.4B
1.01
sp.4B
6.82
zchaff.4B
1.06
Sandia-FP
alegra.4B.WES04
1.57
alegra.4B.hemipen
1.29
cth.4B.2gas
1.18
cth.4B.amr-2d-cust4
1.04
cth.4B.efp
1.01
cth.4B.sc
1.01
cube3.4B.crs
1.00
cube3.4B.vbr
1.17
its.4B.cad.brems
1.05
its.4B.cg.brems
1.04
lmp.4B.flow.langevin
1.05
lmp.4B.lj.fix
1.04
lmp.4B.poly.chain.a
1.04
mpsalsa.4B.airport3d 3
1.02
mpsalsa.4B.thermal...
1.04
sppm.2B
1.01
xyce.4B.invertgen75
1.02
xyce.4B.invertgen v3 75
1.02

clustered VLIW architecture [21], [9], [26]. Chu et al. consider a multicore that resembles a clustered VLIW with distributed data caches, using profile-guided analysis to partitioning memory accesses and assigning operations across
cores to reduce memory stall time [6]. However, their work
considers only homogeneous cores with uniform cache distribution at the L1-level, and also does not consider scientific workloads.
Studies focusing on addressing memory performance
specifically in multicores have included prefetching [5],
cache partitioning [3], [19], and advanced insertion policies [11]. We believe many of these techniques, especially

those supporting software caching for the Cell’s SPU’s, can
be combined with ICCs to achieve additional performance
gains.
V. Conclusions and Future Work
The early results for ICCs are quite promising, revealing
high percentages of potential ICC content across standard
and scientific workloads. In summary, the paper has presented the following key results:
•

•

•

•

ICCs significantly decrease the number of host L1
misses – up to 61% when used with a columnassociative L1.
The problem of branch-criticality in ICCs occurs very
rarely – less than 1% of ICCs are branch critical on
average for the traces considered.
A naive computational partitioning algorithm results
in 1.5% of instructions offloaded from the host to the
DCPs.
Potential IPC improvement due to improved cache
miss rate observed was 1.32 on average.

These improvements will provide for more flexibility in
the design space that will likely allow for decreased L1
cache size and reduction of traffic in the memory hierarchy, both highly desirable characteristics in the highperformance, low-power architecture design space.
Future work will be driven by tradeoff analysis of conventional processor design and ICC-enhanced computing.
At the microarchitectural level, of particular interest are
power/performance tradeoffs at the host, cache controllers,
on-chip interconnect, and DCP design for supporting the
three-phase ICC execution model, and how this design
space differs from that of conventional processors. For the
ISA and code translation, improved computational partitioning schemes will provide decreased traffic through
pruning of ICC return register values and load balancing
between the host and among the DCPs. Implementation
details including the handling of frequent L1 cache line
invalidations during the prefetch phase, L2 ICL eviction
during the setup phase, handling of IOB overflows, parallel ICC activators, and BCI inclusion will also be considered. Microarchitectural and compilation components for
statistical analysis of computational and memory access
patterns will also be useful, so as to eliminate the need for
trace analysis.
There is also a great interest in the use of ICCs to improve parallelization and cache performance when used in
conjunction with other emerging multicore processor designs, especially through the decrease of coherence traffic.
Alternative cache architectures – for example, caches with
programmable decoders [24] – when used in tandem with
ICCs, may provide further improvement through increased
utilization of L1 cache lines freed from ICL usage with little or no increase in hit time. Finally, plans are in place
for the investigation of ICC effectiveness with other classes
of codes, such as database applications involving frequent
use of spatially isolated writes to memory.
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